“Keep On Growing”
Spotify has seen positive headlines for the past several quarters, and recently signed an extension
of its royalty agreement for streaming music from Universal Music Group. It provides some
flexibility on both sides allowing artists to hold their latest releases out for a fortnight, and
allowing a sliding scale of fees for Spotify to improve their margins. The other two major music
catalogue companies, Sony and Warner Music Group, will likely follow suit shortly. We believe
this bodes well for a liquidity event for Spotify in 2017.
The supply of Spotify shares in the secondary market is virtually non-existent presently, with
prices having risen about 30% since late last year, to well above their last equity round done in
2015 at $8.5B. We expect the IPO pricing to be in the $12B-$15B valuation range based upon
60mm+ paid subscribers and close to 200mm total subscribers forecast by the end of 2017. These
assumptions could be low based upon selected markets like Japan where there is robust growth
related to their recent launch, and with strong marketing support.

Their Q1 ‘17 acquisition of MightyTV added to the company’s ability to curate playlists for your
tastes, as this helps ad rates. It is a sign of things to come as they will likely use the public
offering as currency to keep acquiring valuable technology & talent to keep them at the vanguard
of the industry in all areas. Spotify seeks to add local news, sports, traffic and weather to your
daily mix, as their goal is to simply become ubiquitous in your life.
Given the ascendance of streaming music, now the leading source of revenues for all musicians,
Spotify has a major opportunity to capture more of this rapidly growing market. By the end of
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2020 streaming music is expected to represent $16B in annual revenues with approximately
500mm people using these paid services, up from 100mm in total today.

The title of this quarter’s letter comes from the historic Layla album, based on a 7th century
Persian love story, Layla & Majnun, which was given to Eric Clapton by a friend 50 years ago.
It embodies the challenges faced by humans in their life, and parallels the journey of Spotify
from start-up to industry-leading technology company. As in the past, we salute the nimble steps
by company management and wish them continued success to “Keep on Growing.”
Eric Munson

PSP Ventures
Relevant Article:
http://www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/streaming-will-double-the-music-industry-by-2020-and-universal-mustgo-it-alone/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/04/18/spotify-is-launching-a-messenger-bot-for-sharing-song-clips-with-friends/
This is not an offer to purchase securities. Any offer to purchase securities must be made in accordance with all local and federal securities
regulations, and by a private placement memorandum. All the information provided is deemed to be accurate and obtained from reliable sources.
However, there can be no assurances that the information herein is correct. All investors should make their own investment decisions in conjunction
with accountants, advisors and or counsel. Please refer to our Limited Partnership Agreement and Private Placement Memorandum for complete
disclosure about each of our special purpose vehicles. There is a risk supplement specific to each individual company which includes information
on each of the emerging growth equities we invest in, outlining the issues facing the firms. All information herein reflects the opinions of PSP
Ventures, LLC.
The portfolio companies identified do not represent all of the investments made or recommended for the Fund. It should not be assumed that
investments made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the investments in this list. Past performance does not guarantee
future results. Additional information, including (i) the calculation methodology; and (ii) a list showing the contribution of each investment to the
Fund’s performance during the quarter will be provided upon request.
The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can of themselves
be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person in making investment decisions and no graph,
chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions.
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This presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part nor may its contents be disclosed to any
other person without the express consent of the General Partner.
Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions.
In addition, matters they describe are subject to known (and unknown) risks, uncertainties and other unpredictable factors, many of which are
beyond the Fund’s control. No representations or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. It can be expected
that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. Accordingly, any projections
are only estimates and actual results will differ and may vary substantially from the projections or estimates shown.
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